Deliver Us from Evil

2009-03-17

nearly three years have passed since that tragic day in September since then our wounds have healed but our senses and memories have dulled at first the nation rallied behind its leader but by the time the confrontation with Iraq presented itself our courage and moral certainty seemed to fade in the face of partisan bickering and posturing now the
political left and the democratic party are trying to use the demanding aftermath of the war to exploit our national cause for their own political advantage how could we allow ourselves to forget so soon from deliver us from evil sean hannity s first blockbuster book the new york times bestseller let freedom ring cemented his place as the freshest and most compelling conservative voice in the country as the host of the phenomenally successful hannya colmes on the fox news channel and the sean hannya show on abc radio hannya has won a wildly devoted fan base now he brings his plainspoken take no prisoners style to the continuing war on terror abroad and liberalism at home in deliver us from evil evil exists hannya asserts it is real and it means to harm us and in these pages he revisits the harsh lessons america has learned in confronting evil in the past and the present to illuminate the course we must take in the future tracing a direct line from adolf hitler and joseph stalin through saddam hussein and osama bin laden he reminds us of the courage and moral clarity of our great leaders and he reveals how the disgraceful history of appeasement has reached forward from the days of neville chamberlain and jimmy carter to corrupt the unrepentant leftists of the modern democratic party from howard dean and john kerry to bill and hillary clinton as americans face the ongoing war against terrorists and their state sponsors around the world sean hannya reminds us that we must also cope with the continuing scourge of accommodation and cowardice at home with his trademark blend of passion and hard hitting commentary he urges americans to recognize the dangers of putting our faith in toothless multilateralism when the times call for decisive action for only through strong defense of our freedoms at home and around the world can we preserve america s security and liberty in the dangerous twenty first century

Deliver Us from Evil 2006-02-15
the author discusses his twenty year career as a cia operative in the middle east and examines how the agency’s abandonment of its original mission resulted in a failure to acknowledge the growing threat of militant islamic terrorist groups

See No Evil 2002

this book addresses the united states of america the nation under god the foremost nation of this generation with her destiny securely hid in god for in god we trust this nation has been graced by him to not only shape her future but that of other nations worldwide as well this divine mandate to oversee other nations has most unfortunately brought her into confrontation with the evil forces that rule these nations the greatest of these forces being fear especially as propagated by terrorists terrorism has posed the greatest danger to universal freedom and once more there is a summons for america to stand up against this dark threat of violence against the future fear is the terrorists greatest weapon therefore our primary strategy to defeating terrorism is to refuse to fear as said president f.d. roosevelt the only thing we have to fear is fear itself which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into advance rev mbijiwe mwenda a former kenya air force officer is the founder and president of resurrection glory ministries international rgmi and the senior pastor of the glory cathedral church gcc based in nairobi kenya known best internationally for his life changing writings he has authored several books including understanding dreams and visions identifying and breaking ungodly family altars identifying and breaking sexual altars breaking the curse of poverty god’s supernatural power to make wealth and seated with christ in the heavenly places to rule he also writes for several christian magazines in kenya including the authoritative revival springs magazine he is married to annie zoe and both live in nairobi kenya happily serving the lord
sean hannity is an american radio and television host author and conservative political commentator he is the host of the sean hannity show a nationally syndicated talk radio show that airs throughout the united states hannity also hosts a cable news show hannity on fox news channel hannity has written three new york times bestselling books let freedom ring winning the war of liberty over liberalism deliver us from evil defeating terrorism despotism and liberalism and conservative victory defeating obama s radical agenda

this book deals with plans to achieve a true world peace achieving world peace is a subject that has never been openly discussed by the people of this world before the content of this book is original because a real workable plan for achieving world peace has never been offered to the people of this world because it can change the way we live in this world violence and wars have been a part of our lives since the beginning of the human race and now this book is offering for the first time a chance to live in a world that is dominated by peace this book takes a serious look at civilizing this world for the first time and offers a simple way to go about civilizing this world this book takes the dreams of achieving world peace and makes achieving world peace a reality this book solves the mystery of how to achieve world peace this book shows us how to end all wars and military conflicts and put an end to all the terrorism in this world the plan for achieving world peace laid out in this book is a stroke of political brilliance because no one in this world could possibly stand against any efforts by the people of this world to acheive true world peace when the people in this world are armed with a perfect political issue like achieving world peace that no world leader or government could possibly be against they can easily achieve world
peace any political issue like achieving world peace that has one hundred percent support can not fail the content of this book is very powerful and will change the way we live on this earth injecting a world peace movement into world politics will force our governments to address the world peace issue and when they do they will have no choice but to accept the plan for achieving world peace no government or world leader could ever stand in front of their people and try to explain why world peace is bad for the people of their country this book offers an opportunity to all peace loving people in the world to be part of a movement that will lead to a true world peace

How to Achieve World Peace 2004

nearly three years have passed since that tragic day in September since then our wounds have healed but our senses and memories have dulled at first the nation rallied behind its leader but by the time the confrontation with Iraq presented itself our courage and moral certainty seemed to fade in the face of partisan bickering and posturing now the political left and the democratic party are trying to use the demanding aftermath of the war to exploit our national cause for their own political advantage how could we allow ourselves to forget so soon from deliver us from evil sean hannity’s first blockbuster book the New York Times bestseller let freedom ring cemented his place as the freshest and most compelling conservative voice in the country as the host of the phenomenally successful hannity colmes on the fox news channel and the sean hannity show on abc radio hannity has won a wildly devoted fan base now he brings his plainspoken take no prisoners style to the continuing war on terror abroad and liberalism at home in deliver us from evil evil exists hannity asserts it is real and it means to harm us and in these pages he revisits the harsh lessons america has learned in confronting evil in the past and the present to illuminate the course we must take in the future tracing a direct line from adolf hitler and joseph
stalin through saddam hussein and osama bin laden he reminds us of the courage and moral clarity of our great leaders and he reveals how the disgraceful history of appeasement has reached forward from the days of neville chamberlain and jimmy carter to corrupt the unrepentant leftists of the modern democratic party from howard dean and john kerry to bill and hillary clinton as americans face the ongoing war against terrorists and their state sponsors around the world sean hannity reminds us that we must also cope with the continuing scourge of accommodation and cowardice at home with his trademark blend of passion and hard hitting commentary he urges americans to recognize the dangers of putting our faith in toothless multilateralism when the times call for decisive action for only through strong defense of our freedoms at home and around the world can we preserve america s security and liberty in the dangerous twenty first century

Deliver Us from Evil 2009-03-17

a collection of essays from scholars around the globe examining the ethical issues and problems associated with some of the major areas within contemporary international communication journalism pr marketing communication and political rhetoric

Ethical Issues in International Communication 2011-05-03

first published in 2017 this book provides profound insights into the terrorist mind the impact of terrorism on the hearts and minds of those who must confront and battle the evil of terrorism case studies in courage in the battle against terrorism and finally most of all this book
provides a strategy and underlying set of principles that we must use to defeat terrorism and not only survive but give strength back to others

A Cop Doc's Guide to Understanding Terrorism as Human Evil 2016-12-05

including many older documents not available electronically or otherwise accessible this three volume set provides the first comprehensive collection of key documents statements and testimony on u s government counterterrorism policies as they have evolved in the face of the changing terrorist threats selected executive and congressional materials highlight the government s diverse policy and program responses to terrorism the testimony statements and documents provide the public articulation and face to the largely important intelligence law enforcement preventative security measures and international cooperation used in the shadowy war against terrorism recent entries provide a handy compilation of important post 9 11 materials for example useful background information on u s actions against osama bin laden the taliban and saddam hussein and terrorism fundraising also included are statements from the reagan and other administrations that relate to disputes over the appropriate use of force introductory chapters by alexander and kraft provide the historical context and analysis of previous and current u s counterterrorism policy including u s legislation for over two centuries america has faced occasional outbreaks of terrorism perpetrated by both indigenous and foreign groups but the spectacular bombing in oklahoma city in 1995 and the september 11 2001 attacks seemed to signify a new age frightening many americans and destroying their sense of domestic security in addition u s citizens and interests have been increasingly affected by acts of terrorism abroad the challenges of terrorism therefore have required the united states to develop comprehensive strategies and programs to counter both conventional and unconventional threats
nationally and globally

Evolution of U.S. Counterterrorism Policy [3 volumes] 2007-12-30

grasping this vision honored by judaism christianity and islam alike includes recognizing the dangers of zealous violence the illusions of current crusading and the promise of peaceful coexistence under international law

Captain America and the Crusade Against Evil 2004-06-14

must we fight terrorism with terror match assassination with assassination and torture with torture must we sacrifice civil liberty to protect public safety in the age of terrorism the temptations of ruthlessness can be overwhelming but we are pulled in the other direction too by the anxiety that a violent response to violence makes us morally indistinguishable from our enemies there is perhaps no greater political challenge today than trying to win the war against terror without losing our democratic souls michael ignatieff confronts this challenge head on with the combination of hard headed idealism historical sensitivity and political judgment that has made him one of the most influential voices in international affairs today ignatieff argues that we must not shrink from the use of violence that far from undermining liberal democracy force can be necessary for its survival but its use must be measured not a program of torture and revenge and we must not fool ourselves that whatever we do in the name of freedom and democracy is good we may need to kill to fight the greater evil of terrorism but we
must never pretend that doing so is anything better than a lesser evil in making this case ignatieff traces the modern history of terrorism and counter terrorism from the nihilists of czarist russia and the militias of weimar germany to the ira and the unprecedented menace of al qaeda with its suicidal agents bent on mass destruction he shows how the most potent response to terror has been force decisive and direct but just as important restrained the public scrutiny and political ethics that motivate restraint also give democracy its strongest weapon the moral power to endure when the furies of vengeance and hatred are spent the book is based on the gifford lectures delivered at the university of edinburgh in 2003

The Lesser Evil 2005-09-04

in response to the growth of a critical perspective on contemporary issues of terrorism this edited volume brings together a number of leading scholars to debate the new subfield of critical terrorism studies in the years since the 9 11 attacks terrorism studies has undergone a major transformation from minor subfield of security studies into a large stand alone field and is probably one of the fastest expanding areas of research in the western academic world however much of the literature is beset by a number of problems limiting its potential for producing rigorous empirical findings and genuine theoretical advancement in response to these weaknesses in the broader field a small but increasing number of scholars have begun to articulate a critical perspective on contemporary issues of terrorism this volume brings together a number of leading scholars to debate the need for and the shape of this exciting new subfield the first part of the volume examines some of the main shortcomings and limitations of orthodox terrorism studies while the second examines exactly what a critical terrorism studies would look like contributors from a variety of methodological and disciplinary perspectives give this volume diversity and it will lay the foundations for
and provoke debate about the future research agenda of this new field this book will be of much interest to students of critical security studies terrorism studies and ir theory in general richard jackson is reader in the department of international politics aberystwyth university where he is also senior researcher at the centre for the study of radicalisation and contemporary political violence csrv he is the founding editor of the journal critical studies on terrorism marie breen smyth is director of the centre for the study of radicalisation and contemporary political violence csrv at aberystwyth university she is a reader in international politics and co editor of the journal critical studies on terrorism jeroen gunning is lecturer in international politics at aberystwyth university deputy director of the centre for the study of radicalisation and contemporary political violence and co editor of the journal critical studies on terrorism

**Critical Terrorism Studies 2009-02-05**

why is iran a danger to the us and the world its unchecked program for developing nuclear power is a cover but the covert nuclear weapons program is the real danger nuclear confrontation and nuclear terrorism are on the horizon dr michael schnorr s research and compilation of iran s burgeoning nuclear program its terrorist ties and its resolve to confront the us in a nuclear showdown is compelling comparing and contrasting the first cold war with the new cold war evidence of a pattern of international aggression and response is described which leads to a similar result of regional division between the two nuclear powers the new cold war is upon us and is another facet in the global war on terror

**Iran 2004-12-28**
why do conservatives tell stories because it helps them win elections and assail liberal policies like health care reform and economic stimulus why is important but the what and the how behind the stories that conservatives tell are equally interesting and in this new book david ricci reveals all he shows how conservative activists and candidates tell many tales that come together to project a large scale story a cultural narrative a vision of what america is and what it should do to prosper socially economically and politically liberals by contrast tend to look for theories rather than stories for mathematical explanations rather than theological axioms for data rather than anecdotes and for statistics rather than homilies the difference is paradoxical liberals are unlikely to fashion sweeping narratives that capture the public’s attention and commitment yet conservatives may tell attractive stories like the ones that got us into iraq that momentarily capture voter support but end up costing the country more than it can afford

Why Conservatives Tell Stories and Liberals Don't 2015-12-03

within only a few days after the terrorist attacks of september 11 2001 the u s army war college initiated a series of short studies addressing strategic issues in the war on terrorism this collection of essays analyzes a broad array of subjects of great strategic importance this volume provides historical documentation of some of the advice given the military leadership in the early days of the war but it also continues to be a source of solid strategic analysis as the war lengthens and perhaps broadens

Defeating Terrorism 2002
back cover detailing the far right’s attempts to alter the American political and economic landscape to satisfy its national ambitions. A Murder of Crows identifies over 100 people and organizations who would seek to turn back America to a time of little governmental participation, lower tax rates for the wealthy, and a closely held corporate and personal control of society’s functions and finances. It exposes the real desires and naked zeal of those who would place property rights over the rights and the needs of the average American citizen. The text is well documented and provides a scathing indictment of those on the right who would wish to alter America’s future to serve only a very prosperous few.

A MURDER OF CROWS 2012-07-18

Since the infamous events of 9/11, the fear of terrorism and the determination to strike back against it has become a topic of enormous public debate. The war on terror discourse has developed not only through American politics but via other channels including the media, the church, music, novels, films, and television. Therefore, it permeates many aspects of American life. Stuart Croft suggests that the process of this production of knowledge has created a very particular form of common sense which shapes relationships, jokes, and even forms of tattoos. Understanding how a social process of crisis can be mapped out and how that process creates assumptions allows policy making in America’s war on terror to be examined from new perspectives. Using IR approaches together with insights from cultural studies, this book develops a dynamic model of crisis which seeks to understand the war on terror as a cultural phenomenon.
Culture, Crisis and America's War on Terror 2006-09-14

President Bush promised to democratize the Middle East but the results so far have dispirited democracy advocates and brought their project into disrepute. After the debacle in Iraq and the electoral success of Hamas, the pursuit of Arab democracy seems to many observers a fool's errand: an unfortunate combination of ideology and wishful thinking in Freedom's Unsteady March. Tamara Cofman Wittes dissects the Bush administration's failure to advance freedom in the Middle East and lays out a better strategy for future efforts to promote democracy. Wittes argues that only the development of a more liberal and democratic politics in the Arab world will secure America's long-term goals in the region, and that America must continue trying to foster progress in that direction. To do so, however, it must confront more honestly the risks of change and act more effectively to contain them. A dangerous combination of growing populations, economic stagnation, and political alienation poses the primary threat to Middle East stability today, severely testing the legitimacy and governability of key states such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia. If Arab governments cannot sustain the support of their citizens, they will find it difficult to work with America on issues of common concern such as stabilizing Iraq, confronting Iran on nuclear weapons, and promoting Arab-Israeli peace. Despite President Bush's failures, Wittes argues the United States cannot afford to ignore the momentous social, economic, and political changes already taking place in Arab states. Wittes' detailed analysis of Arab politics and American policy presents an alternative in her view: overcoming America's deep ambivalence about Arab democracy to support positive liberal change in the region that will create a firmer foundation for Arab-American ties.

Freedom's Unsteady March 2008-10-01
a searching meditation on our all too human capacity for inhumanity evil men confronts atrocity head on how it looks and feels what motivates it how it can be stopped james dawes' unflinchingly honest account drawing on firsthand interviews is not just about the things japanese war criminals did but about what it means to befriend them

**Evil Men 2013-05-06**

liberals take great pride in their supposed open mindedness yet when it comes to hot button issues like radical islam global warming and abortion open minded liberals go to great lengths to discredit and suppress the ideas of their opponents breitbart senior editor joel pollak exposes the nineteen key ideas that today's liberals are desperate to suppress revealing the blatant hypocrisy of left wing leaders and pundits who preach tolerance but practice intolerance

**See No Evil 2016-07-25**

those who do not know history are doomed to repeat it using the historical record of fascist regimes eric d williams draws hauntingly similar characteristics used by former fascist regimes currently unfolding in the united states williams establishes eight undisputable points arising from the current administration and offers valid points to stop the slide towards fascism by taking back america by the people for the people

**The Puzzle of Fascism 2006-01-16**
battle a history of combat and culture spans the globe and the centuries
to explore the way ideas shape the conduct of warfare drawing its
examples from europe the middle east south asia east asia and america
john a lynn challenges the belief that technology has been the dominant
influence on combat from ancient times to the present day in battle ideas
can be more far more important than bullets or bombs clausewitz
proclaimed that war is politics but even more basically war is culture the
hard reality of armed conflict is formed by and in turn forms a culture s
values assumptions and expectations about fighting the author examines
the relationship between the real and the ideal arguing that feedback
between the two follows certain discernable paths battle rejects the
currently fashionable notion of a western way of warfare and replaces it
with more nuanced concepts of varied and evolving cultural patterns of
combat after considering history lynn finally asks how the knowledge
gained might illuminate our understanding of the war on terrorism

Battle 2009-04-24

in counterterrorism strategies seven experts examine how the united
states france germany italy egypt and sri lanka have combated terrorist
groups from the 1970s to the present and draw lessons that are
applicable to today s threats counterterrorism strategies shows that there
are no simple or complete solutions to the dangers posed by determined
and elusive terrorists but several of the countries detailed here have had
significant successes the contributors analyses of the effectiveness or
ineffectiveness of strategies used by these six countries offer a
counterterrorism road map for the twenty first century this book is
essential reading for policymakers for counterterrorism scholars and
professionals and for members of the general public who are concerned
about the general direction of the international campaign against
terrorism jacket
**Counterterrorism Strategies 2011**

the book is organized to assist readers in finding the topics that interest them the most what do we really know about the contributing causes of terrorism are all forms of terrorism created equal or are there important differences in terrorism that one must know about to customize effective counter strategies does poverty cause terrorism are terrorists typically crazy vengeful misled or simply making an entirely sensible choice why would people blow themselves and others up is the war on terrorism even a useful idea is it being fought wisely or are much better ideas staring policy makers in the face do leaders of targeted nations willfully neglect the best solutions most of the lessons in this book concern the basic human ingredients that combust to produce violent extremism thus regardless of the mutations that occur in substate terrorism the timeless scholarship here will hopefully be somewhat helpful even to our grandchildren

**Tangled Roots: Social and Psychological Factors in the Genesis of Terrorism 2006-11-14**

the most important subject you should study isn't found in school but inside this book there is a growing percentage of americans who think the country is on the wrong path this raises two questions firstly what path are we taking that is leading us to social and financial disasters and even more importantly what path should we be taking our history shows that occasionally we will face emergencies like the recent financial crisis our response is to spend money to bail out the sinking ship but shouldn't we also fix the hole in the bottom of the ship once and for all politicians on either side are out of touch and leading us down a dead end path are oppressive taxes deficit spending and massive bureaucracy the legacy
we want to leave our children and grand children the nation whose respect for freedom was the ideal of the modern world is now seeing that freedom eroded day by day but this tragedy does not have to be we can change course and reclaim what our founding fathers left us history will indeed record the choice we make why not be the best we could be author john h zaugg is a lifelong student of the true american ideals and values and a supporter of personal liberty for all he lives in denver colorado sbpra com johnhzaug

Ethics 101: Why Not Be the Best We Could Be? 2011-09

from purchasing pay per view pornography to smoking pot many so called muslim terrorists prove by their actions that they aren t motivated by devotion to religion leena al olaimy argues so why do they really turn to violence and what does that tell us about the most effective way to combat terrorism al olaimy sets the stage by providing a quick thoughtful grounding in the birth of islam in a barbaric game of thrones like seventh century arabia the evolution of fundamentalist thought and the political failures of the postcolonial period she shows that terrorists are motivated by economic exclusion lack of opportunity social marginalization and political discrimination this is why using force to counter terrorism is ineffective it exacerbates the symptoms without treating the cause moreover data shows that military interventions led to the demise of only 12 percent of religious terrorist groups combining compelling data with anecdotal evidence al olaimy sheds light on unorthodox and counterintuitive strategies to address social woes that groups like isis exploit for example she describes how indonesia the world s most populous muslim country has decreased terrorism while paradoxically becoming more overtly religious or how mechelen the city with belgium s largest muslim population adopted integration policies so effective that not one of its 20 000 muslims left to join isis using religion
neuroscience farming and even love this book offers many inspiring examples and for once an optimistic outlook on how we can not just fight but prevent terrorism

Compassionate Counterterrorism 2019-02-26

thomas anderson has just graduated from csu stentoria with his degree in political science its an election year and as a young progressive in california who has been raised by equally progressive parents he is very much concerned with the political issues currently being discussed in the mass media a chance encounter with a fellow graduate named kelly kelso however shakes up his sett led view of the world he is challenged to examine the rising number of alternatives to the two party system presented by third party movements such as the libertarian party and the green party and is forced to acknowledge that there is far more to politics than simply democrat versus republican and liberal versus conservative thomas delves energetically into not only the growing libertarian movement but the free market perspective of the austrian school of economics as well as the rigid yet compelling view of ayn rands philosophy of objectivism his explorations grow wider now encompassing the tea party movement and the christi an right tax resisters and gun rights advocates survivalists and militia members anarchists communists and democratic socialists as well as the occupy wall street movement he debates the radical environmental views of animal welfare and animal rights advocates and challenges opponents of corporate globalism as well as deniers of global warming as he struggles to reformulate and articulate his own developing beliefs while coping with a sea of conflicting ideas and opposition but this abstract political theory is brought into sharp encounter with concrete political reality when thomas hears a news report of an armed conflict with authorities taking place just outside of town involving someone with whom he has become emotionally involved
many people place great stock in the importance of civic virtue to the success of democratic communities is this hope well grounded the fundamental question is whether it is even possible to cultivate ethical and civic virtues in the first place taking for granted that it is possible at least three further questions arise what are the key elements of civic virtue how should we cultivate these virtuous dispositions and finally how should schools be organized in order to make the education of citizen possible these interrelated questions are the focus of this collection by considering these questions from a variety of philosophical perspectives ranging from moral psychology philosophy of education and political philosophy the nine essays assembled here advance our understanding of the challenges we face in trying to shape children to be virtuous citizens

over the past decade a virtual cottage industry has arisen to produce books and articles describing the nature origins and impact of globalization largely and surprisingly absent from this literature however has been extensive discussion of how globalization is affecting the united states itself indeed it is rarely even acknowledged that while the united states may be providing a crucial impetus to globalization the process of globalization once set in motion has become a force unto itself thus globalization has its own logic and demands that are having a profound impact within the united states often in ways that are unanticipated this set offers the first in depth systematic effort at assessing the united states not as a globalizing force but as a nation being transformed by globalization among the topics studied are
globalization in the form of intensified international linkages
globalization as a universalizing and or westernizing force globalization
in the form of liberalized flows of trade capital and labor and
globalization as a force for the creation of transnational and
superterritorial entities and allegiances these volumes examine how each
of these facets of globalization affects american government law
business economy society and culture


what do god s judgments have to do with history using historical events
steven j keillor pursues the thesis that divine judgment can be a fruitful
category for historical investigation and that christianity is an
interpretation of history more than a worldview or philosophy

God's Judgments 2007-01-11

the eliminationists describes the malignant influence of right wing hate
talk on the american conservative movement tracing much of this vitriol
to the dank corners of the para fascist right award winning reporter david
neiwert documents persistent ideas and rhetoric that champion the
elimination of opposition groups as a result of this hateful discourse
neiwert argues the broader conservative movement has metastasized into
something not truly conservative but decidedly right wing and
potentially dangerous by tapping into the eliminationism latent in the
american psyche the mainstream conservative movement has
emboldened groups that have inhabited the fringes of the far right for
decades with the obama victory their voices may once again raise the
specter of deadly domestic terrorism that characterized the far right in the 1990s how well americans face this challenge will depend on how strongly we repudiate the politics of hate and repair the damage it has wrought

Eliminationists 2016-01-20

presents an original analysis of what the real sources of power are in america today reveals the tactics used by corporate interests to wield hidden power offers detailed strategic advice for how the democrats can unite with grassroots social movements and form a powerful coalition for fundamental change thom hartmann air america radio host and bestselling author of screwed says hidden power is the must read book of the year buy three copies at least because you ll want to share a few with friends and will never want to part with your own well marked up copy read the full review political parties and elections are increasingly political theatre with real power hidden behind a smokescreen of propaganda carefully manipulated cultural and religious wars and voting rituals but there is another kind of hidden power in america the grassroots social movements working for progressive change if the democratic party can ally with these movements america can be returned to its people derber sees american history as a succession of regimes each spanning several administrations since the end of the civil war regimes of hidden power in which corporate interests control both parties behind the scenes have alternated with more open inclusive and democratic regimes derber details how and why these hidden power systems finally collapsed and what determined the types of regimes that succeeded them hidden power reveals how the current regime possibly the most corporate in history has maintained power by intensifying the red blue culture wars supporting religious extremists exploiting terrorism fears and manipulating the electoral process will this latest corporate regime be replaced by one that is more progressive or it could turn even
further right and yield to something even worse a uniquely american form of fascism the best hope for positive change lies in an alliance between the democratic party and the grass roots progressive movements that derber shows have always been the catalysts for change hidden power concludes with an impassioned argument for why this would be in the democrats best interests as well as the country s and a detailed program for exactly how to go about it thoughtful eloquent and compelling hidden power offers real hope for restoring genuine democracy to america

Hidden Power 2010-06-21

the endgame of globalization argues that us actions since 9 11 represent the final stage in the us s century long effort to complete the project of making us led globalization a concrete reality across the world

The Endgame of Globalization 2005-07-08

today the u s military is more nimble mobile and focused on rapid responses against smaller powers than ever before one could argue that the gulf war and the postwar standoff with saddam hussein hastened needed military transformation and strategic reassessments in the post cold war era but the preoccupation with iraq also mired the united states in the middle east and led to a bloody occupation what will american strategy look like after u s troops leave iraq iraq and the evolution of american strategy examines the ways in which the gulf war the wmd standoff the iraq war and the ongoing occupation have driven broader changes in u s national security policy and military strategy steven metz answers three overarching questions 1 how did the conflict with iraq drive and shape broader changes in national security and military
strategy 2 did policymakers and military leaders interpret the conflict correctly and make the most effective responses 3 what does this process tell us about the process of change in america s national security and military strategy and in the evolution of its strategic culture metz concludes that the united states has a long standing continuing problem developing sound assumptions when the opponent operates within a different psychological and cultural framework he sees a pattern of misjudgments about saddam and iraq based on western cultural and historical bias and a pervasive faith in the superiority of america s worldview and institutions this myopia contributed to america being caught off guard by saddam s invasion of kuwait in 1990 then underestimating his longevity and finally miscalculating the likelihood of a stable and democratic iraq after he was toppled with lessons for all readers concerned about america s role in the world dr metz s important new work will especially appeal to scholars and students of strategy and international security studies as well as to military professionals and dod civilians with a foreword by colin s gray

Iraq and the Evolution of American Strategy 2008-10-31

this important piece of investigative reportage studies the roots of right wing extremism in american culture and history to understand its modern day resurgence in the trump era just as donald trump s victorious campaign for the u s presidency shocked the world the seemingly sudden national prominence of white supremacists xenophobes militia leaders and mysterious alt right figures mystifies many but the american extreme right has been growing steadily in number and influence since the 1990s with the rise of patriot militias following 9 11 conspiracy theorists found fresh life and in virulent reaction to the first black u s president militant racists have come out of the woodwork nurtured by a powerful right wing media sector in radio tv and online the far right tea party
movement conservatives and republican activists found common ground figures such as stephen bannon milo yiannopoulos and alex jones once rightly dismissed as cranks now haunt the reports of mainstream journalism investigative reporter david neiwert has been tracking extremists for more than two decades in alt america he provides a deeply researched and authoritative report on the growth of fascism and far right terrorism the violence of which in the last decade has surpassed anything inspired by islamist or other ideologies in the united states the product of years of reportage and including the most in depth investigation of trump s ties to the far right this is a crucial book about one of the most disturbing aspects of american society

**Alt-America 2017-10-17**

we regularly encounter appalling wrongdoing with the media offering a depressing parade of violent assault rape and murder yet sometimes even the cynical and world weary amongst us are taken aback sometimes we confront a crime so terrible so horrendous so deeply wrong that we reach for the word evil the 9 11 terrorist attacks were not merely wrong but evil a serial killer who tortures their victims is not merely a bad person they are evil and as the holocaust showed us we must remain vigilant against the threat of evil but what exactly is it if we use the word evil are we buying into a naive manichean worldview in which two cosmic forces of good and evil are pitted against one another are we guilty of demonizing our enemies how does evil go beyond what is merely bad or wrong this book explores the answers that philosophers have offered to these questions luke russell discusses why some philosophers think that evil is a myth or a fantasy while others think that evil is real and is a concept that plays an important role in contemporary secular morality along the way he asks whether evil is always horrific and incomprehensible or if it can be banal considering if there is a special psychological hallmark that sets the evildoers apart from the rest of us
russell also engages with ongoing discussions over psychopathy and empathy analysing the psychology behind evildoing

Being Evil 2020-09-24

when we read a history we believe ourselves to be reading cold hard facts of the events that took place and how they occurred but there is no real truthful way to know the approach our historian has taken with the historical sources this book deals with the uncertainty in writing history in the context of irish history in particular regan argues in this book that the notion of elision simply ignoring unhelpful evidence threatens irish history today regan believes that some historians have ignored unhelpful facts that perhaps do not further their point or perhaps contradict them altogether each chapter focuses on a period of irish history that regan believes to be inconsistent or incomplete in its facts he asks the controversial questions about the period of history such as why do some historians deny or marginalise the british threat of war and re conquest in 1922 why do so many irish historians describe michael collins as a constitutionalist or a democrat when the evidence argues otherwise was the irish civil war really fought between democrats defending the state against dictators attempting its overthrow did the new state briefly experience a military dictatorship under collins in 1922 thinking historically is not about learning history or accepting the past as it is presented to us it is as regan argues in his thought provoking work about developing the critical skills to interpret history for ourselves

Myth and the Irish State 2013-12-03

this book traces the development and growth of the united states military operational strategy and how its newest concept center of gravity can be
applied to defeat terrorism
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